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SUMMARY

In accordance with the localization plan for the nuclear reactor design

driven since the middle of 1980s, various computer codes have been

transferred into the korean nuclear industry through the technical

transfer program from the worldwide major pressurized water reactor

supplier or through the international code development program. These

computer codes have been successfully utilized in reactor and reload core

design works. As the results, design-related technologies for the

development of analysis model, fuel loading pattern design, safety

analysis, design data generation and evaluation, and the improvement of

design procedures have been satisfactorily accumulated. However, the

activities for the native code development activities to substitute the

some important computer codes of which usages are limited by the original

technique owners have been carried out rather poorly. Thus, it is most

preferentially required to secure the native techniques on the computer

code package and analysis methodology in order to establish the capability

required for the independent design of our own model of reactor.

Moreover, differently from the large capacity loop-type commercial

reactors, SMART (System-integrated Modular Advanced ReacTor) design adopts

a single reactor pressure vessel containing the major primary components

and has peculiar design characteristics such as self-control led gas

pressurizer, helical steam generator, passive residual heat removal

system, etc.

Considering those peculiar design characteristics for SMART, part of

design can be performed with the computer codes used for the loop-type

commercial reactor design. However, most of those computer codes are not

directly applicable to the design of an integral reactor such as SMART.

Thus, they should be modified to deal with the peculiar design

characteristics of SMART. In addition to the modification efforts, various

codes should be developed in several design areas. Furthermore, modified

or newly developed codes should be verified their reliability through the

benchmarking or the test for the object design. Thus, it is necessary to

proceed the design according to the firmly set up computer code

development plan to develop the SMART as a technically competitive our own

reactor model. This report describes the development plan of computer

codes and associated technology to be utilized for the design of our own

reactor model-SMART.
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